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Maintaining an online course list provides a search source for students and potential students, providing them with information about the areas of study and types of classes that your school, college or university provides. Create your own online course directory by following these steps. Decide what kind of course list you
want to provide for your students. Some educational institutions provide a list of courses that are searchable, where one student selects a study area from a drop-down context and then hits Search, while others select a simple list of ONLINE PDF courses to review students. Specify the amount of time you want the
course directory to cover. Most schools provide a course list for either one year or the quarter, quarter or semester. Make a list of the lessons you'll offer if you don't already have a printed publication. Include the dates you will offer the courses, the instructor, the course summary and the semester or credit hours to
complete the courses. Please note whether the courses are online or can only be taken in person. This can reduce phone calls to your import office by asking questions about specific courses. Create a cover page that includes the institution name and a logo, and indicate that it is a course list. Format the course list by
study area, such as English, history, or other areas. Formatting the course information for the catalogue will help students search for the guide without difficulty. Add links according to the needs of the university, registration data or information about the instructor who teaches a course. Create a table of contents that
matches the course list so that it is easily accessible and describes the content provided in the online course directory. Edit the copy before publishing the course directory to make sure it is free of spelling, grammar, and content areas. Publish the course list online. Make sure everything on the website works well. Update
lessons when changes are made and be sure to update dates or terms on a regular basis. Tips If you choose to have a list of courses in PDF format, make sure there is a note in the area to download the file and explain whether you will need Adobe Acrobat or Adobe Acrobat Reader. Publishing a course list online
provides a cost-effective method to communicate with students. Warnings Your college or university may consider including a disclaimer on the list indicating that course times, instructors and descriptions can be changed. With Meg Jernigan dollar stores offer a remarkable variety of products at bargain prices. Many
consumers do not live or work near a dollar store, thus offering an online option with reasonable shipping charges fills an important market place. Whether you're buying a franchise or starting from scratch there's more potential for profit because an online store isn't subject to some of the overheads of a bricks and mortar
store. Use this basic information to start an online dollar store. Dollars. whether or not to transfer actual inventory or drop shipping. Sending a drop means that your orders are covered either by the product manufacturer or by a jobber. If you are going to upload, set up an area to save. Negotiate with your suppliers for the
best possible price. Ask about volume discounts or discounts for direct invoice payment. Consider shipping costs if you will save the product. Try to get free shipping from your suppliers, or discounts on shipping for immediate payment. Buy a domain name, preferably your company name, and enter it. Select a web
hosting company and use their tools to create a Web site. Make sure one of those tools is shopping cart technology. Create an online catalog of your products. Include product details such as size and intended usage, pricing, and photos of each item. Put any specially priced items that do not comply with dollar store
pricing on a separate page. Place your contact information, including customer service phone numbers and email addresses prominently on each page. Display a shipping and return policy on your order page. Explain how often orders are shipped and what shipping methods you use. Return policies must be simple and
simple. Use search engine optimization tools to drive customers to your website. There are many free SEO tools available online. Submit your website to the search engines. How can I trust these Dollar Tree reviews? How can I trust these Dollar Tree reviews? 2,735,967 reviews of consumer affairs are verified. We need
contact information to ensure that our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of reviews. Our moderators read all reviews to verify quality and usefulness. For more information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our FAQs. Lana's Oxnard, CA Verified Reviewer
Original review: June 29, 2020I meant to leave a review months ago so today after visiting Dollar Tree Store 2237 I just want to congratulate Store Manager and staff on an excellent store showing. The store years ago was really scraped by customers. It's not going to go hand in hand. Today walking in all products lined
up to attention on the shelves. I know you have to go beyond work to make it look so good. This is how it is estimated by the Super Satisfied Customer! Joan of Cut Off, LA Verified Reviewer Original review: May 20, 2020 Based on My Dollar Tree at 16250 W. Main, Cut Off, LA for American flags and colorful spinners to
pep up the deck for memorial day holidays - they also bought a selection of nuts for nut butters as an extra treat to go with the white cheddar crackers I bought there too - they've already made ice cream and drinks from frozen fruit I bought there weeks ago (incredibly exquisite, everyone should do it) - the whole buffet for
all the settings for fancy sandwiches, deviled eggs and burgers and accouterments and condiments, as well as the it's all Dollar Tree shopping, it's very fun, very easy for the wallet, and more satisfying to serve like a catering professional – Tracy and colleagues as Renee help make it a joy to shop there. Patricia of
Gainesville, FL Verified Reviewer Home review: February 20, 2020The enjoy shopping there because my total is always easy to calculate, since all the items are $1.00. I also feel very easy and not raped in any way and the people who work there are very nice and presentable. THOMAS of Aberdeen, WA Verified
Reviewer Home review: February 13, 2020Dollar Tree is my favourite store. They have a good choice at a very fair price. I shop dollar tree before I shop Walmart. I save a lot of money on shopping at Dollar Tree. The workers where I shop are always very friendly. I feel good when I leave the store. I'm shopping at
Hokiam Wa. For me it is a very nice shop and overall a good company. That's my opinion. Prentice of Brooklyn Park, MN Verified Judge Home review: January 3, 2021 After I left Walgreens, there was a fat dude (heavyweight) standing in the corner of the mall right as one comes out of the store and turns right. He stood
with his foot in the column blocking the sidewalk. There wasn't enough room to get past him. To avoid the energy that was coming at me, I walked into the parking lot. No thought, I was thinking it could be a danger. I'm glad there were no vehicles. Then I saw a young** person walking on the sidewalk. It started in the
same place I did before I walked to the parking lot. I noticed the timing of it as soon as I was 250 feet away from the dollar tree door. It was frustrating right away. I spat and slowed down so he could go to the store out of my way. As soon as I walked in, he was there and it was like he was following me. I went to the back
of the store, it was there. I tried to avoid him, I went to another hallway, he was there. I back off and went a different way. Of course, as I went to what I thought was the end of the line, I could see him thinking about what to do next at the back of the store. The dollar tree is normally an easy shop. I'm going in, I know what
I want. I get what I want and no matter what I buy or how long the lines will pick me up from the store right away. Today it was approaching 4 p.m. I took off my camera and started recording. My first thought was an angry one. Moron. It wasn't loud, he was just recording. I looked around at the number of people who were
there. There were about 30-40 customers waiting in line. I yelled, are there any other people here today? The person in aisle 2 says, I'm the only person the others called sick. A few minutes pass, he calls for help. I woman goes 4 or 5 approximately 2 minutes after the call. There were two other people in the store at the
time the line was sick. They had to either take a break, just sign or something. I'd never seen them before. One just kept walking like. Like. He didn't need any help. The other one came just a few minutes after 4:00 and signed to open a third line. Now the line was moving. I stayed on line two. Of course, it was
disorganized. Although the social distancing signs are on the floor people were fluently standing in a hallway blocking others from shopping there. I almost got into it with two women on the line, waiting #2. Then you wouldn't know? ... The guy who was bothering me was standing right behind me. He didn't get on another
line, he lives right behind me. At this point, I wanted to start arguing with him, but I'm not. Now, it's my turn at the checkout. It's hitting at normal speed. He then starts hitting the same object twice and grabbing the second object, and placing it in the bag without hitting it. I paid for the food with EBT, passed. Then tried to
use the EBT cash there was a problem. I used the other card and it came through. #2 me if I want my proof. I said yes. It pulls my EBT balance, looks at it, and loudly says, you have a large amount here, not sure why it didn't work. I asked him does he usually look at people's balance and read it allowed? I tell him, I'm
not coming back. He says he's a threat. I said you have a name. He says, Dan. Then Dan starts telling me I can go and get my receipt... Overall, it was the most infuriating experience I've ever had in the Dollar Tree. I hope for better employees. Read Gloria's full review of Manchester, CT Verified Reviewer Original
review: December 31, 2020I bought laundry detergent that I thought was soap and used it to wash something today only to discover it wasn't soap. It didn't break up or dissolve in the damp cloth. They need to know what's really in these boxes. The water I bought also had a spicy smell. They need to ensure that the
water they sell their customers is of good quality before they put them on the shelf. Carmen of Mchenry, IL Verified Reviewer Original review: December 15, 2020A call I have a problem. 1st call: could not place an order b / c the CSR could not hear me and put my name wrong on the credit card, he said he did not know
what else he could do. It was closed and ordered online. 2nd call was to cancel 1 item, CSR told me I had to cancel the entire order and rearrange the items I wanted when I went to rearrange (for the same call) I was told to out of stock and that's all I could do, closed ordered online &amp; sent in tax-exempt information
immediately. 3rd call, 3 days later (as recommended) to monitor the tax exemption. They told me this would escalate, that's all I can do. Items arrived broken and still w/o tax, 4th call; he was told that the refund would be processed for broken items and taxes (which should not have been charged) in 2-3 days. No refund
was processed so I brought the broken items to the store thinking they needed them back, the store couldn't process but called customer service to escalate the issue for me again. 5th call, they said see the escalation and that should be done in 2-3 days, I clarified today is Wednesday so from Monday I should have an
email with the updated receipt (reflecting the refund for taxes that should not have been charged and the refund for the broken items). Yes. 6th call, gave them an extra day, still no email with refund. They said that since the CSE that it escalated, I explained that it has escalated 4 times over the last 1.5 months and still no
resolution, I would like to get t resolved today. It was sent to the Call Center Supervisor. I was told it escalated, I explained, escalated 4 times and asked what can be done to get it resolved now. They told me that's all I can do. I explained again that I have been told several times the issues escalated and still no
resolution so I can talk to the escalation team? No, it doesn't have a number for the scaling team, it's all on the computer. I asked for a copy of the escalation to be sent to me, no, I don't have an escalation number to give you. I asked again, what can be done other than to say for the 4th time that it's being scaled up to
really give me proof that it's escalating? They told me nothing, I asked for a screenshot to be sent, they told me, No, that's all I can do, then they told me that 2-3 working days means 48 hours, and that's working hours, so actually that's 6 working days, not 2-3 days. A company that doesn't give their customer service
department the ability to really resolve issues that has an escalation process that's a month and a half back has a lot of issues, hiring incompetent customer service representatives is one. Read Ayse's full review of Orlando, FL Verified Reviewer Verified Buyer Home review: November 30, 2020I made an order that will



be shipped to the nearest store and the order was canceled five days later. I placed another order of the same product that would be sent to me at my expense and it was never sent and 8 days later it was cancelled again and no one picks up the phone in customer service. I do not know what SFM Parent does, but it
certainly does not work! I wouldn't recommend dollar store to anyone! W R of Albuquerque, NM Verified Reviewer Original review: November 18, 2020A 11/8 receipt has a website for customer reviews. On 11/18 this website says Dollar Tree Reviews are closed. I find this poor customer service. And, giving Dollar Tree
Feedback customers from their website with my Android Smartphone doesn't work! Gerri of Addison, IL Verified Review Original review: November 17, 2020Tuess, November 17, 2020. I used the bathroom at the store on Lake Street in Addison, IL and it was dirty. It looked like the floor has never been washed and the
toilet and sink were disgusting. Neither is the distributor Work. As I was leaving the store, I called the store manager on duty and he said he was going to lock the door. I feel that bathrooms are needed for customers and a little maintenance goes a long way. I didn't feel that the manager to my concerns and just blew me
up. If you need to use the bathroom in this store bring your lysol and rubber gloves with you. Next next
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